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“A garden to walk in and immensity to dream in--what more could he ask? A few flowers at his feet and above him the stars.” ~ Victor Hugo, Les Misérables
Spring is right around the corner, and thoughts are moving towards warmer days. It's this time of the year that we start to consider planning or modifying our outdoor spaces, especially regarding our majikal gardens.
It's very romantic, the notion of thinking that "all gardens are magical"; and from a mundane point of view, they are; however, as pretty as it sounds, that isn't quite the case. Any garden can seem magical because it can make you feel like you're somewhere special; however, until a garden is activated by the witch, it isn't *technically* a majikal garden.
A garden is a creation. It's a child of your design. A garden without a keeper is like allowing a 5-year-old run around unsupervised.  There is a good percentage of plants that *can* do ok on their own, but there are many others that simply - can't.  
A garden isn't just a hobby - it's a commitment to bring forth purposeful life. Plants are living, breathing creatures and require being attended to. They need proper placement,  and basic details such as soil composition, lighting, terrain, water aren't all that need to be considered in planning where to put your sacred space; you also need to consider each plant individually. 
“Gardens are not made by singing 'Oh, how beautiful!' and sitting in the shade.” 
~ Rudyard Kipling, Complete Verse
Each plant has individual requirements, so a garden is by no means a "one size fits all" situation. You also have to consider pests and local wildlife who may consider your newly sprouted bean all too delicious to ignore. You also have to protect your human as well as local fauna, by keeping them away from potentially toxic plants you may choose to raise. 
Will your cat eat your plants? There's a good possibility. Will a stray animal find your herb garden a suitable toilet?  Probably.  
Some plants don't like each other's company, either. For example, black walnut and wormwood emit chemicals that kill or ward away the growth of other plants. Horse chestnuts near your walnut trees invite poisonings as one is harmless but the other potentially deadly. (see my Appalachian herbarium notes, especially regarding hoodoo and lucky pockets.)
Cross-pollination is also a consideration with many plants, so you need to consider which plants may cross-breed with other plants -even with those of your neighbors. High-yield agricultural plants such as corn, are commonly affected, so just be sure to research.
Planning just exactly where to plant your garden not only requires researching the local surroundings for potential offenders, it should also be in a place that "feels right". Taking some time to just sit in the area of choice before breaking ground is highly recommended. This way, you can see all of the activity taking place in that area, be it bug populations, plant-pollinator activity-such as bees and butterflies, noise and sounds, shade, and sunlight. It also allows you to see how private the spot is. The last thing you need is your neighbor's dog barking at you because your garden is too close to a fenceline, or a small child staring at you while you attempt to call the corners in your beautifully mature and activated garden.    
“For you little gardener and lover of trees, I have only a small gift. Here is set G for Galadriel, but it may stand for garden in your tongue. In this box, there is earth from my orchard, and such blessing as Galadriel has still to bestow is upon it. It will not keep you on your road, nor defend you against any peril; but if you keep it and see your home again at last, then perhaps it may reward you."  
~ J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring
A majikal garden first begins with a choice. The choice begins with your reasons for wanting to grow a garden and what types of things you'll be doing with it. Flowers can be planted within the structure of an herbal garden, as long as they aren't poisonous. A rule of thumb is to keep your kitchen herbs separate from your tea garden, and your edibles far clear of your poisons. Plan your garden or gardens accordingly by: 
* first acknowledging what space you have available.
* asking yourself if you will need more than one section in your garden.    
* taking note of effects and dangers such as wildlife, children, and insects, that may be looming.
* taking note of any privacy issues that may be incurred, and planning a privacy wall, fence, or natural borders, such as bushes or ivy.
* deciding if you'll be planting in containers or straight into the ground. 
* planning pathways, allowing for larger plants, especially tall perennials room to spread out.
* planning a space in which you can sit or work your majik. Too frequently, people forget to think themselves into the garden equation. Make sure you have room for a small table, pots, a little burn pit, hanging rods, or whatever else you are planning to use it for. 
* remembering to be mindful of any shade that may be needed, or water features desired. 
When you feel you are ready to start breaking ground, prepare the area by removing unwanted weeds and grass. (grass is a vampire, as it sucks all of the nitrates away from other plants.) Once you have cleared an area, lay out where you want your plants to go, taking note of the separation between edibles (like those used for cooking) and teas, from your witches' herbs and poisons.  Once again, I want to reiterate on keeping your poisons separate. If it is to be eaten, drank, rubbed on the skin, or soaked in - keep it away from poisons.
Use rocks or tie twine to sticks to mark the perimeter of the area. If need be, in your notebook, write down what plants go in what area of each section, remembering to place the tall ones and large perennials in the back, or in the middle of a section, if the section is to be rounded by pathways. Once you know what plant goes where lay out some cardboard or landscaping paper to control the weeds, and then fill the areas with good potting soil -paying special attention to areas that require more acidic dirt or more loamy soil. Be sure to mark these areas with a nice garden stake with the plant's name on it, or a stone or other marker, so you don't forget where to put what.
Place your pathways in now instead of after you put the plants in because it's a lot easier to move some stones and string than to move plants around if you decide that you need more space or an area isn't exactly what you had expected. 
Once you have the pathways in, then you can start placing your plants into the ground.
The most powerful herbs and plants come from seeds and roots you've planted with your own hands, heart, and intentions, as this is the key to a majikal garden. Each seed and root can be meditated with, taking note of what each plant requires to grow strong and well, and what energies they emit -including how they have been used throughout medicinal and mystical history. If you do plan to obtain young plants instead of or in combination with seeds, you can do the same meditation, by focusing your majik into the roots and shoots instead. If it is a plant of calming, place those feelings and imagery into your hands and out into the parts of the plant by feeling your energy move throughout it and visualizing this as well.
The maintenance and majik doesn't stop with a planted garden. From seed to sprout and from sprout to mature plant, requires steady observation, care, and love. Your garden is a majikal creature, just as any other tool in your witchy cabinet. Majikal gardens have spirits and souls and move about pulling energy in and out, and it is up to you to guide that flow.
Follow directions for each plant when fertilizing, and be sure to cover your fragile plants during high winds. Remove root plants that require warmer housing in late Autumn and be sure to properly insulate the ground around Winter sleepers with a good mulch. Weed and trim your garden regularly. Look for signs of insect or mold damage, and act accordingly.    
Majikal gardens draw in insects and other creatures who are drawn to their scent. Pollinators will carry plant matter, energy, and desires out of the garden and into the surrounding environment. Be sure these friends have what they need too, to be sure they come back time after time. Be conscientious as to what plants you are growing as some may be genetically modified to kill off insects with herbicide. If you aren't sure, it's best to ask your local gardener or be specific about organic and heirloom plants over the others. this is especially true of roses, so be sure what you purchase won't kill off your insect friends. 
Protect your garden from intrusion by unwanted insects by planting strong-smelling herbs and plants along the perimeters of your garden. Research which of these techniques suits your need. These protector plants act as wards by thwarting any buggy attacks.
If stray animals are your bane, then nothing beats a good fence or hedgerow. A proper hedge to deter dogs and cats is going to be something viney or particularly woody with briars or thorns. The denser the better. Roses are great for this, especially trailing or climbing roses planted close to each other. If deer is your issue, you'll need to polish that hedge off with a good fence about 6 to 8 feet high. Most deer won't forage around in your herb garden because they don't like the scent, but if they're hungry enough, they will. A hedgerow or fence will also give you added privacy and a place for climbing plants to cling to.   
If you find your bane come from beneath the soil, such as mice and moles, there are a few things that can be done. Whether or not they work the way you want them to, is trial and error. Moles aren't after your plants, but the worms and grubs that are in the soil beneath them; however,  they can still do damage by messing with your "good bugs" and disrupting your roots. They are also bitey little bastards, so if you see one, don't touch it.  You can try to saturate the ground deep down around your plants or at the perimeters of your garden with strong essential oils. Some people use humane traps and then relocate the offending critter.
You *could* plan in advance of this possibility by placing chicken wire underneath your weed barrier before you begin to plant.  
A majikal garden is indeed a lot of work, just as any other garden or landscaping project, but one well worth the time, energy, and imagination. It will bring joy and empowerment, and it is something that you will develop a relationship with. Your garden depends on you, as you will come to trust in it, as well. 
Most of all...empower your garden with the essence that is you, watch your majik bloom, and enjoy the beautiful space you have created.

